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Thank you for coming today. brief introductionWhy open access matters? why should I care? 



Recoverable, transparent and accessible 
paths through the literature...  
epistemic soundness - appeal to "publicity" 

of methods 

Image Credit: FutUndBeidl http://www.flickr.com/photos/61423903@N06/7369580478/ 
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I need access to the scientific literature, but it's equally important that everyone else in the world does too!



We risk a modern incommensurability of 
science if our knowledge is 

scattered/fragmented and not always 
available... 

? 
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Arguments or ideas where some of the reasoning is "private" cannot be readily evaluated.  



Pragmatic approach - open access is 
easier and faster to find, use, cite... 
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It is not possible to traverse or read all the literature on a subject - in practice there is a trade-off between time spent searching/pursuing ideas and reading/doing. Cognitively/economically  - the burden is lower if there are no barriers to clicking straight through to the full text because it's open - open access is more likely to be read, used and cited.    



Grove Karl Gilbert (1886) observed, 
“It is only the man of small caliber who has no 
ideas to spare, and secretiveness in matters of 

science is ordinarily a confession of 
weakness.” 
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Open is good. It makes my life as a research student easier, and better. I don't see how creating barriers to (publicly funded) science knowledge can be a good thing.also also - CC/copyright, encourage emerging researchers to think about how they want to disseminate their research outputs. 



 
"Apart from the massive 

repository at 
Cambridge which 

includes nearly 
200,000 items, a 

typical university will 
have between 800 and 
8000 items, with only 

a few holding over 
10,000 items." (Cullen 

& Chawner, 2011).  
 
 

Institutional repositories - 
where are we up to? 
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http://www.opendoar.org/countrylist.php?cContinent=Australasia#New Zealand 



Only some of the items in these repositories are  
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only some of the items listed in these repositories are available freely online. 



My experience - Repository Manager 

Enhance the 
collective memory 
by archiving 
Research Outputs. 

"Easier and 
faster" access to 

Research 
Outputs. 
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so Open Access is good, it offers "easy and fast" access to RO



  

Fewer barriers and more benefits for our researchers! 
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So, open is good. open access means fewer barriers and more benefits for our researchers. 



(big) data  
 
 
 

Where to next?  

 Simplify deposit 
Full-text indexing 

Awareness raising and training 
       Policy and guidance 
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>> how to support (big) data deposit alongside thesis >> how to further simplify deposit process>> and how about Full-text indexing:  how the deposited items can be best described, indexed, and made discoverable and reusable?>> also, around Awareness and training; how can we help to embed cultural change in research community>> Policy and guidance. what type policies at the institution level are needed to encourage more open access deposits? 









#oaw2012 
#oaweek12 

#oauoa 
...? 
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